
February 2018 | Winter letter to friends of UPLIFT  

Dear friends,  

Believe it or not—another 30 cm snowfall 

yesterday – again! To quote an earlier quote 

(in these letters) from a Canadian-Ugandan 

friend: “So what else is new?” This winter, in 

Norway, we’ve been so snowed-in that some 

of us have considered sending a complaint to 

a higher power. During the toil of shovelling, 

between 6-foot snowdrifts from our entrance 

to the road, we found comfort in thinking 

how exotic this must be, in the eyes of an 

African, and to imagine that all people in the 

North and the South [equator!] - in the name 

of hospitable cultural exchange - were allowed 

to annually swap homes for two weeks! 

Let me hasten (therefore) to Michael’s report 

from the January visit to UPLIFT- in the South! 

(prepared for Canadian friends in the North): 

1.000 Ugandan women – changing 

lives and futures 

In the midst of a scorched, ochre-colored African 

savanna a procession of youth sings and dances 

along a narrow dust-beaten track. Following 

them are two dust-coated cars. In them a group 

of Africans and Europeans sit watching. The heat 

is oppressive. The landscape bleached pale by the 

midday sun. The procession guides the travelers 

to an open area, a gravel-coated playing field 

decorated for celebration. Several hundred 

expectant villagers are waiting for UPLIFT to 

arrive. Let the first stage of the Annual 

Graduation Ceremony begin! 

18 years ago in Uganda an organization was formed 

and given the name “UPLIFT”. Social and economic 

development was the buzz-word of the decade, 

especially in the so-called “developing” countries. 

This little group, a mix of Ugandans and foreigners 

of diverse background felt the need to do something 

for their fellow country-men, and –women. Nebbi 

district lay 10-hours drive on rough roads from 

Kampala, the capital city. Illiteracy in this area was 

high. Among the women, three out of four (over 

70%) were illiterate.  

 

In Norway – a 6-year old following the hare tracks 

 

 
– and in Uganda (same time) preparing food for all. 

 

 

 

 

 

Villagers assembled for ‘class’ – and dressed up  

to celebrate, with visitors from far away! 

 

 

Florence, experienced mentor (also dressed for the occasion) 

demonstrates the UPLIFT adult literacy training method. 



The UPLIFT group decided that a program to 

tackle illiteracy could – as the saying goes – kill 

two birds with one stone. Literacy-training could 

give hope for a better future to many, and 

training for women would help correct the 

gender imbalance in a male-dominated African 

culture. 

Today, almost 20 years on, UPLIFT is still fulfilling 

its mission. Some years ago a Norwegian support 

group called “Friends of UPLIFT” was formed. The 

Europeans sitting in the two-car procession were 

some of these “Friends of UPLIFT”, coming from 

wintery Norway to experience something unique. 

It is important to mention that the work of UPLIFT 

and now, that of Friends of UPLIFT, is based on 

volunteerism. No business class tickets for inter-

national experts, just a desire to help others and 

pay back a little for a life that has given so much. 

Having reached the celebration place, the local 

Master of Ceremonies started the hour-long 

demonstration of African hospitality. Poor though 

they are, we were treated to a glorious mix of 

song, dance, speeches, riddles and local food.      

A weathered tarp strung up between trees gave 

some shelter from the midday sun – for those of 

us from northern climes, but also our African 

friends who know the value of shelter from a 

merciless sun. The gathering was just the start of 

things to come, a small mini-celebration held to 

honor arriving travelers. The main event was yet 

to come, scheduled for the following day. 

The next morning, a sense of eager expectation 

permeated our group of travelers.  After a rather 

Spartan night at a local B&B (price $10), we were 

treated to a typical rural African breakfast: egg, 

white bread, margarine, tea with sugar. After 

breakfast we gathered, ready for the next stage 

of our journey. 10 hours were spent getting to 

where we now stood. Another hour along a dusty 

roughed-up gravel road waited. The venue was 

just a stone’s throw from the border crossing to 

Congo. 

Upon arrival we were again greeted by a joyful 

procession of dancing youth, leading the way to 

the celebration. A large open area outside the 

local church was rigged with plastic chairs and a 

tarp for shade. Several hundred local villagers  

 

Members of UPLIFT Board: Mark Ssemukasa, Hizzaya 

Hissani, Simon Mawa, John Onyuthi, Florence Alimundu 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attention and focus! (–out of 25, one has ‘seen it before’?) 

 

 

Some former learners take part in the festivities, when the 

venue is geographically /‘ transport-wise’ within reach.  

 

 



were spread out around the area, taking 

maximum advantage of shaded areas under the 

trees. As the starting point for the program drew 

closer, local villagers arrived with numbers 

increasing to near one thousand. 

A detailed program, nicely printed on white 

paper was distributed to the guests of honor: 

local politicians, religious leaders, tribal chiefs as 

well as UPLIFT members. Again, the program was 

a joyful mix of speeches, songs, energetic dancing 

(where do they get their energy from in the 

burning sun?) and a large portion of local food. 

Politicians praised the efforts of UPLIFT and asked 

for more. Graduating students were presented 

with their certificates, for many the very first 

time they had ever received such a distinction.  

As the sun rushed towards its own sunset behind 

neighboring hillsides, we wandered slowly back 

to our dusty cars, filled with a sense of gratitude. 

17 Annual Graduation ceremonies carried out 

with care and purpose each and every year.  

UPLIFT is a project that shows impressive results. 

Each year 1.500 Ugandan villagers, of them 1.000 

women are given the chance and hope for a 

better future, where they can stand unbowed 

and confident, proud of their own achievements. 

Not only do they benefit personally from learning 

to read and write. Their families and communities 

also benefit. Local government is keen to use 

these newly-found human resources in their 

committees and task forces, working to improve 

life for the many people living in this remote 

area. “Social change” and “empowerment” are 

key words in this context. 

Michael P. Vitols  [at the time, in Kampala] 

* 

Thanks to you, Michael – for reminding us 

‘what it’s like’. Every year in a February letter 

(alas, belatedly translated this time) we try to 

share some of the jubilant experience of the 

visit to the UPLIFT graduation ceremony.  

This year’s  ‘delegation of three’ from Friends 

of UPLIFT in Norway included now veteran 

Thorkell Thorkelsson and a newcomer in our 

ranks, nurse and teacher Kim van Groningen.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Hmm...– despite the focus on women – perhaps not entirely 

unusual that the men dominate this part of the ceremony? 

 

 

 

 

UPLIFT ‘friends and colleagues’ – Norway and Uganda.  

 
 

 

← who was delighted to contribute the photos in this letter! 



Since these festive days two months have 

passed, and the new ‘class of 2018’ learners 

are well under way to learn to read and 

write. As in 2017, the goal is to train 1.500 – 

equally divided between Nebbi and Zombo 

Districts. 

One noticeable development in the districts 

(which we like refer to as ‘UPLIFT territory’) 

is that in recent years the local authorities 

increasingly have supported UPLIFT activity – 

not only in words of gratitude in ceremonial 

speeches, but also financially. This should be 

seen as a promising challenge (!) for UPLIFT 

– to boost the cooperation at the LC3 level 

(Local Council 3, a municipality), in order to 

increase local ownership. The authorities have 

long realized that neither regional nor national 

goals set for adult education and development 

of human resources can be attained without 

the contribution of UPLIFT. 

 

Toward this end, the Friends of UPLIFT need 

to maintain their financial input. The degree 

of volunteered service by all UPLIFT workers 

must be matched by a certain minimum of 

means for the wheels to go round. Training 

materials, transport, exams and certificates 

and more, toward the motivating graduation 

ceremony, these are all part of the package. 

And so, we are delighted to witness member 

contributions to the FUP account trickling in. 

Increased use of monthly bank transfers has 

made it easier to estimate a pledged funding. 

To end, the recent membership of FUP in the 

Norwegian umbrella organization FOKUS 

(Forum for women and development, referred 

in our November letter) was well received. 

More about this in our next newsletter. 

Warm greetings from Friends of UPLIFT, here on 
behalf of our ‘foreign correspondent’ and company!

 

3 friends of UPLIFT – with UPLIFT friends! Voluntarily squeezed together in the UPLIFT office in Nebbi. 


